Performance Test Instructions

1. Print your Name and Company on each page of Performance Exam.

2. Turn to the appropriate performance test and place in your clipboard.

3. Hand clipboard to proctor at the station.

4. Record performance results on the Performance Examination Handout.  
   (Pick up Performance Examination Handout with Clipboard)

5. After completing each test check to verify the proctor has signed, dated and circled either pass or fail on the performance exam form.

Performance Tests Grouping Information

The performance tests will be given grouped together at the proctor stations as follows:

A. C1064 Temperature  
   C 172 Sampling

B. C143 Slump  
   C 31 Cylinders (making & curing concrete specimens)

C. C138 Unit Weight (density) & Yield  
   C231 Pressure Meter Air Content

D. C173 Roll-a-meter (volumetric air content)